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It’s time to
answer the call
of the wild,
the call to step
outside and
feel alive. It’s
time to explore
Canada.
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There’s never been more of a need to
disconnect, recharge, and embrace
the joy of being with loved ones. And
there’s no better way to get there than by
stepping into the great outdoors together.
Thankfully, there’s a lot of nature in
Canada. A place with breathing room
and fresh air. A land vast enough to put
things in perspective. A country with the
space to find yourself again. It’s one of
the perks of visiting the second-largest
nation on the planet.
Canadians have a deep connection with
the natural world, gratitude for what
it provides, and a desire to share it.
Come and see for yourself—we’ll leave
the door open.
Welcome to the Summer & Fall edition
of Boundless, a magazine for travellers
looking to discover the Canada we love,
the landscapes and experiences we
dream about, and the people who make
our hearts glow.

(Cover Photo) Callum Snape

Come with us as we search for polar
bears, belugas, and orcas. Our northern
safaris are as much about seeing
these creatures as they are about being
immersed in the ecosystems that
surround them. Cross waterways with us
as we look for the best fishing spots and
meet the locals who help us find them.

There’s no shortage of reasons and ways
to explore the land. Walk the links on
Cape Breton Island, a small island that is
home to some of the best golf courses in
the world. Ride the rails in style during
an unforgettable train trip through the
Rocky Mountains, stroll Prince Edward
Island’s renowned beaches, and discover
what else you can do in Niagara after
seeing its famous falls.
Our spotlights on two coastal cities,
Halifax and Vancouver, show that the
best urban centres harness their green
spaces to enhance culture and creativity.
And food lovers know that summer and
fall bring their own distinct menus, so
pull up a chair to the table we’ve set, with
the help of some resourceful chefs, a few
celebrated wineries, and an Indigenous
meal that will nourish your soul.
Finally, you’ll need somewhere to stay
when you visit, so we’ll show you around
lodges that elevate the concept of rustic
chic, as well as a special suite in Montréal
that features one of the most famous
beds in the world.

Canada. North of your expectations.
Your Virtuoso travel advisor can
take you there. ■
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Finding
stillness
A wellness escape in British Columbia’s wilderness.
Writer | Chloe Berge

(Rainforest) Destination BC/Ian Homles
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53.3896° N, 128.9304° W

Great Bear Rainforest

Mist from a nearby waterfall prickles
my cheeks. Dewy, spongy moss cushions
my bare feet. I’m forest bathing in the
heart of the Great Bear Rainforest, a
15.8-million-acre expanse of remote
wilderness on the north and central
coasts of British Columbia that stretches
250 miles between Knight Inlet and the
Alaska Panhandle. Accessible only by
plane or boat, the noise of the modern
world drops away behind the forest’s
shadowy curtain.
The walk grounds me in this tranquil
setting. Briny ocean air moves through
towering Douglas fir, spruce, and cedar,
carrying their fresh, herbaceous scents.
Soon after, we’re outfitted with kayaks.
We glide over the calm bay in total
silence, except for the sound of my
paddle knifing through the inkyblue water.
Overhead, an eagle sails across wisps
of clouds, guiding us to a floating sauna.
Leaving our kayaks at the dock’s edge,
hours slip away as we alternate between
cold, invigorating ocean plunges and

British Columbia

Canada

steamy, detoxifying stretches in the
cedar sauna. Inside, a window frames a
view of emerald-green Mount Stephens.
Between the hydrotherapy circuits, I sip
sparkling water and wine on a lounger
below the grey sky.
That evening, under cathedral ceilings
in the restaurant’s minimalist cedar
lodge, I’m served a tasting menu using
ingredients foraged from the surrounding
land and sea. I devour wild mushrooms
and buttered leeks showered in truffle
shavings and seared local sablefish and
spot prawns simmered in kelp dashi.
The following morning begins with a
restorative yoga class. The gentle ocean
waves and the murmur of the waterfall
outside of the studio seem to fall in
rhythm with my deep breathing. But the
real magic comes from simply being here
and doing nothing at all. Time slows as
I enjoy a private picnic at the water’s edge
and sit fireside on the dock, watching the
setting sun turn the bay pink. These quiet
moments are an invitation to witness a
beauty and peace far from everyday life. ■

Due to its proximity
to the Pacific Ocean
and its abundance
of mountains and
temperate rain forest,
British Columbia
has Canada’s
mildest climate.

(Hot Springs) West Coast Aquatic Safaris/Tyler Cave, (Resort) Sonora Resort
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Two places
to experience
the best of
Canada’s
West Coast.
Clayoquot
Wilderness Lodge
Vancouver Island
While Clayoquot Wilderness Lodge
offers heli adventures and wildlife
safaris to rival other resorts, its
pioneer spirit sets it apart. The
luxurious accommodations and
dining spaces, framed by distinctive
prospector tents filled with bespoke
furnishings and antique stoves
and lamps, create the ultimate
glamping experience. Horseback
riding excursions take guests across
glacial rivers and through wildflowers,
heightening the feeling of old-world
adventure travel.

Sonora Resort
Sonora Island
From Sonora Resort’s remote
location off the West Coast, a
helicopter transports adventurous
travellers over the Coast Mountains.
Zigzagging around jagged peaks
and soaring over colorful alpine
meadows and ancient glaciers, the
tour ends at a remote glacial lake
among the clouds. An experience
only accessible during the summer
months, guests can weave through
icebergs on this aquamarine water in
kayaks or on stand-up paddleboards.

BOUNDLESS

TASTE

Go beyond
the falls
in Niagara
While experiencing Niagara Falls would be
the highlight of any trip, there is plenty more
to see and do in this beautiful region of
southern Ontario. The Niagara Escarpment
is home to a wealth of small towns and
natural treasures. Here are three popular
experiences to enjoy once you have seen
the falls.
INDULGE

DISCOVER

If you would like to
immerse yourself in a
bit of history, enjoy high
tea in the drawing room
at the Prince of Wales
Hotel. Constructed in
1864, the hotel’s name
was changed in 1901 after
royal guests the prince
and princess of Wales
stayed there. Its ornate
decor, fanciful creations,
and impeccable service
will give you a little taste
of the Victorian era.

Take a wine tour and
sample the gifts of a region
shaped by the natural
beauty of the Niagara
Escarpment. From the
sparkling wines and
rosés served at the photofriendly Trius Winery to the
ice wines found in Peller
Estates’ frosty 10Below
Icewine Lounge, there
are more than 50 wineries
in the area producing
some of Canada’s most
coveted wines.

DARE
Canada makes more
ice wine than any
other country in the
world, with most
of the “liquid gold”
being produced in the
Niagara region.

Brave white-water rapids
in the Niagara Gorge.
While you can’t raft
through these Class VI
waves, you can take a jet
boat tour down the river
and experience the thrill
of riding one of nature’s
roller coasters.
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MOVE

(Wine, Vineyard) Destination Ontario, (Niagara Falls) Niagara Parks Commission, (Beluga Whales) CoPilot Collective

A new
kind
of safari

Visit Canada’s remote subarctic tundra,
where the rugged yet pristine terrain
is accentuated with shocks of pink
fireweed. Churchill, Manitoba, is home to
hearty locals and a distinctly Canadian
safari. With more than 3,000 western
Hudson Bay beluga whales summering
in the Churchill River estuary, you may
spot them from the air during the flight
to and from your lodge. But the real
action happens on boat and kayak tours
in the Seal River estuary. These tours
will give you the thrill of seeing and
hearing beluga whales from a close, yet
respectful distance as they congregate
to feed and raise their calves. Though
this experience alone is worth the trip,
Churchill is also one of the best places in
the world to see polar bears. ■

Belugas can take up
to eight years to turn
white—they’re born a
dark grey colour.
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Blooming Point Beach

Prince Edward Island

Slow
down
and
savour
island
time
Prince Edward Island delivers the
beach vacation you didn’t know you needed.
Writer | Shelley Cameron-McCarron

Canada
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(Beach) Patrick Keefe, (Boat Captain) Kamil Bialous

With only 2,190 square
miles of total land
area, PEI’s shoreline
is an impressive 684
miles long.

The first trips I took to Prince Edward
Island (PEI) were with my parents and
brothers during the late 1970s. The boys
sported Fonzie T-shirts. I wore pigtails.
We swam and laughed on sandy shores,
met a redheaded orphan named Anne,
and donned lobster bibs. I fell for the
island, hard.
It’s undeniable that there’s something
special about PEI, Canada’s smallest

province, snug along the Atlantic Coast.
I always come back to this place, ringed
in soft white sands, and seashores
tinged a rusty hue from the iron-rich
soil and sandstone. I can’t get enough
of nights being lulled to sleep by waves
at seaside cottages and campgrounds,
and of seeing the sun set at West Point
Lighthouse. Like many, I come to play,
now bringing my own kids to squish
singing sands underfoot at Basin Head

46.4090° N, 62.9505° W

Blooming Point Beach

Provincial Park in Souris (where quartz
and silica make the sand squeak) and
build sandcastles at Brackley Beach in
an almost meditative, artist-led Parks
Canada program.

One of PEI’s most
popular beaches,
Singing Sands is
believed to have
the warmest water
north of Florida.

BOUNDLESS

Tip-to-tip, it takes about three hours
to drive this crescent-shaped island.
Life feels unhurried. Easy. Gentle roads
pass tidy farmhouses, fertile fields, and
trim harbors. Time somehow slows and
expands. Everything feels new again,
as if washed by the flow that shapes
these shores.
Prince Edward Island has a flavour that’s
just a bit different. Here, people remember
how to relax. They go for walks on the
beach. With more than 90 to explore,
choices abound to stroll through secluded
coves, dip in the warm saltwater of
the Gulf of Saint Lawrence and the
Northumberland Strait, settle in for a
seaside read, and feel alive in friendly
beach towns.
The island constantly surprises and
delights. I remember the thrill of
finding Teacup Rock and the sandstone
formations at Thunder Cove Beach in
Darnley and watching my kids’ joy as
we meandered past mussel farms, forest
groves, and a floating boardwalk over a
freshwater pond, to reach the undulating
Greenwich dunes in Prince Edward
Island National Park.
There is even a deserted island you can
visit. Lobsterman Perry Gotell guides
clamming trips and more from Georgetown
Harbour to Shanty Beach, on uninhabited
Boughton Island, where his father’s
family once lived. With bald eagles and
seabirds overhead, it’s an amazing place
to watch great northern gannets dive
for fish.
Me? I come with two goals: waking early
for a serene sunrise over Stanhope
Beach, and at least one evening parked
on Cavendish Beach, marvelling yet
again at the beauty in this world as
twilight’s glow stretches endlessly
across sandstone cliffs and sand dunes.
I always return home restored. ■

Prince Edward Island

Canada
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MOVE

(Beach) Matt Chisholm, (Train) Rocky Mountaineer

Ritz on the rails
There’s nothing more relaxing and
romantic than a train ride through
idyllic countryside. And if that train is
known as one of the best in the world,
and the countryside is the Canadian
Rocky Mountains and Jasper National
Park, you’re in for a journey most
people only dream about.
For more than 30 years, Rocky Mountaineer has been elevating rail travel.
With several routes that wind through
the most scenic regions of British
Columbia and Alberta, you’ll pass
canyons, lakes, and mountains
from various vantage points, with
stops to observe wildlife and create

With 41 passenger
cars, Rocky
Mountaineer
is the longest
passenger train in
Canadian history.

postcard-worthy photographs. These
multiday escapes roll out during
daytime hours to maximize views, with
overnight stays in hotels.
Travellers can choose Rocky Mountaineer’s
GoldLeaf Service to enjoy fine wine
and gourmet meals, such as salmon
from the Fraser River, which one of the
routes follows. With this upgrade, you’ll
sit in a glass-domed car that offers
immersive and panoramic views of
passing landscapes.
Most of all, these trips offer a rare
chance to unwind—all you have to do
is enjoy the ride. ■
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Northern Vancouver Island

British Columbia

Orcas
at sunset
On northern Vancouver Island, a rare sight
leaves a kayaker in awe.
Writer | Diane Selkirk

Canada
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I hear their huffs of breath before I see
them. Gradually, from the sunset’s glow,
dorsal fins appear—the males’ upright
and as tall as a human, the females’
smaller with a gentle curve, and the
orca calf’s fin so tiny it brings to mind
the image of a cute toddler. As the sky
shifts to pink, the whales race across the
strait. Each time one dives beneath the
surface I hold my breath, exhaling with
excitement when it surfaces close to our
boat, breathing out a fine, whispering
mist that shimmers in the evening light.

(Orca) Rolf Hicker, (Kayaker) Destination BC/Nathan Martin

Before setting off on a multiday kayaking trip in Johnstone Strait off the
northeast coast of Vancouver Island,

British Columbia, our guides give a full
orientation about the region and our gear.
They also explain that spotting whales
isn’t guaranteed, but thanks to nutrientrich currents circulating through the
islets, there would be seabirds, dolphins,
seals, and even bioluminescence, an
algae that adds a night-time glow to the
area’s winding sea passages.
The whales have their own ideas though.
During our first night out, I watch with
amazement as a pod of five or six swims
toward our campsite. Just feet from
the steep beach, they dive and begin
rubbing their bellies across the rocky
depths. As the night grows darker, the

BOUNDLESS
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activ it y continues, the muff led
r umbling of pebbles joining the
puff of surface exhalations. Quietly,
as moonlight replaces the sunset’s
final pink hues, our guide explains the
beach rubbing.
In British Columbia, transient, offshore,
and resident orcas migrate through the
region’s coastal passages. The resident
orca population consists of northern
and southern residents (Orcinus orca).
Their territories overlap, but each
ecotype has its own culture; the whales
consume different foods and never
cross-mate. Beach rubbing is specific
to northern residents, the only species
that rubs their bellies across sloping
shelves of smooth pebbles.
Here, in the traditional territories
of the Namgis (“nhum-geez”),
Mamalilik ulla (“ma-ma-leelahk walah”), and Kwik wasut’inux w
Haxwa’mis (“quick-wa-sut-uh-nook
hakwuh-meesh”) peoples, the rubbing
behaviour has been known since time
immemorial; stories from the ancient
nations mention it. According to one
myth, an orca spotted swimming near
shore was actually a human who had
been transformed and was trying to
communicate with their family.
Scientists don’t know why orcas rub
their bellies but note that each family
group has favourite beaches. Our guides
know of several rubbing beaches in
the area. Because this activity is
unpredictable, it’s special to see.
As the night cools, I head to my tent.
The orcas are still belly-rubbing and
I fall asleep to the hypnotic sound of
their breathing. In the morning, we
pack up our kayaks and paddle deeper
among the islands, into passages that
wind through the traditional territory
of the Mamalilikulla and Namgis.
Coming around one bend, we again
catch sight of an orca pod in the
distance. We stop paddling and watch
as they forage and play. Finally, they
swim away. When all that’s left is the
fine mist of breath drifting above the
water, we paddle on. ■

Northern Vancouver Island

Orcas inhabit
Canada’s bordering
Atlantic, Arctic, and
Pacific oceans, and
are most commonly
seen in the Pacific,
off the west coast
of British Columbia.

British Columbia

Canada
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CITY
SPOTLIGHT

Vancouver

(Orcas) Destination BC/Reuben Krabbe, (Orca Breaching) Garry Henkel, (Beach) Destination BC/Shayd Johnson
(Plates) Boulevard Kitchen & Oyster Bar, (Gondola) Tourism Vancouver/Grouse Mountain, (Lobby) Wedgewood Hotel & Spa

With the Coast Mountains, one of the
world’s only temperate rain forests, and
so much natural beauty right on their
doorstep, it’s understandable why the
locals say, “West Coast, Best Coast.”
DO

EAT

The first thing you’ll want
to do is get the lay of the
land. For that, there’s
no better place than
on North Vancouver's
Grouse Mountain. Take a
short gondola ride up to
The Peak of Vancouver
and enjoy incredible
views of the city, the
Gulf Islands, and the
surrounding mountains.
Another must-do is a
visit to Stanley Park,
Vancouver’s 1,000-acre
downtown-adjacent
forest oasis.

Having built up an
appetite, stop in at
Boulevard Kitchen &
Oyster Bar and tuck into
their seafood-focused
menu, which delivers
a delicate balance of
international influences
and West Coast panache.
Or if you’re after
something different,
book an omakase meal
at Vancouver’s stalwart,
Tojo’s restaurant, where
the California Roll
was invented.

Vancouver’s Stanley
Park is more than
148 acres larger
than Central Park
in New York City.

STAY

Start your adventure
with a stay at the stately
Wedgewood Hotel & Spa
and a stop at Bacchus,
their award-winning
restaurant and lounge.
When it’s time to head out
on the town, you’re close
to cultural hot spots like
the Vancouver Art Gallery
and Granville Island.

BOUNDLESS
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62.4540° N, 114.3718° W

Yellowknife

Northwest Territories

Casting
a spell
In the clear, cold waters of the Northwest Territories,
landing a big lake trout is the goal, but the ultimate
reward is the experience.
Writer | Tim Johnson

Canada
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You can feel it in the air, with that
northern summer sun beaming warmth
over the cold depths below. Floating in
the boat, our eyes remain fixed on our
lines, subarctic splendour all around us.
From the moment we boarded a small
plane in Yellowknife and descended into
our Northwest Territories fly-in lodge, set
amid tundra and endless boreal forest in
the remote East Arm of Great Slave Lake,
this has been an angler’s dream. Now,
like a force of nature, it passes between
us—that sense of expectation, the dream
of landing the big one. “It’s coming,”
David Breland, our guide, tells us. “I can
feel it.”

(Plane) Angela Gzowski

In a country filled with exceptional fishing experiences, this is undoubtedly one

of the best—a camp, unreachable by road,
set on the deepest lake in North America
(the bottom, in some parts, reaches more
than 2,000 feet). When you’re fishing
for lake trout, deep (and cold) is a good
thing; the fish live longer and their size
increases every year. In most places,
landing a ten-pounder is a big deal. Most
days here, you’ll land three of those—an
hour after finishing breakfast.
Rolling out every morning from the
lodge, Breland keeps our small group
entertained with the occasional song
and fisherman’s tales about his Métis
upbringing in Manitoba, which helps
when the trout aren’t biting. But
that’s not often. It’s mostly catch-andrelease, but we always keep a couple of
10-pounders or 12-pounders (“small

Canada has the most
freshwater lakes in the
world. These lakes, along
with the country’s rivers
and oceans, are home
to approximately 1,200
species of fish.

62.4540° N, 114.3718° W

Yellowknife

ones,” on this lake), which our guide
cooks up as a shore lunch, baking or
panfrying the freshest fish you can
imagine over an open fire. Mostly, we’ve
been trolling—casting off the side, then
holding our lines while Breland motors
the boat forward at a slow pace.
We’ve reeled in some sizable trout,
but that once-in-a-lifetime prize catch
has eluded us. Our guide proposes
some jigging. Not a dance, but rather,
a carefully choreographed rhythm of
dropping a lure deep, reeling it up,
and then doing it all over again, until

Northwest Territories

Canada

something happens. And as the sun
beams, and the rocky, rugged landscape
serves as our spectator, it does. The
fish hits hard, bending my rod to
the waterline, fighting from the first
moment. With a lot of expert guidance
and a little luck, the monster is soon
thrashing around on the bottom of the
boat—a 34-pound lake trout, his white
belly and speckles flashing in the sun.
This fish is so big and slippery it takes
two of us to hold it for the photo. I feel
exhausted, and proud. “Now that,”
Breland says, “that’s a keeper.” ■

(Fishermen) Terry Parker/NMC Barrenlands Fishing, (Lake) Destination Ontario

BOUNDLESS
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GET HOOKED

From coast to coast,
to coast, Canada
offers unforgettable
fishing experiences.
Kawartha
Lakes

Ontario

At Kawartha Lakes, roughly two hours’
drive northeast of Toronto, rent a
waterside cottage and a boat, and
explore dozens of glacial lakes, many
linked by the canal and lock system of
the historic Trent–Severn Waterway.
Kawartha means “bright waters and
happy lands,” and in this place you
could haul in everything from walleye
to largemouth bass, and even monster
muskellunge, some more than three feet
in length.

Reindeer
Lake

Saskatchewan

While it’s known as the “land of living
skies,” Saskatchewan is home to more
than 100,000 lakes and rivers, and
some of the finest freshwater fishing
in the world. For example, take a
floatplane and skim onto Reindeer
Lake, where days are filled with
fly-fishing for championship-size
northern pike.

Bow
River

Alberta

Slicing through the heart of Calgary
is the Bow River, with all sorts of fish
from sturgeon and lingcod to various
trout. Under busy bridges and urban
hustle, reel in those beauties in the
shadow of downtown skyscrapers.

Rocky
Harbour

Newfoundland
& Labrador

Rocky Harbour was once Newfoundland and
Labrador's richest haul, with tons of Atlantic
cod pulled from the Grand Banks. Now, the
province has a limited recreational season.
Motor across the cool, grey North Atlantic
with a former fisherman who will tell big
stories and let you work the nets.
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CITY
SPOTLIGHT

Halifax
The cultural and commercial heart of the
Maritimes, Halifax, Nova Scotia, is a lively
port city that blends the past with an
increasingly sophisticated present. Filled
with famously friendly people who love
entertaining, it's an ideal place to cosy up
to the Atlantic Ocean for a couple of days.
DO

EAT

Halifax is just the right
size for a stroll in the
sunshine. Start at the
popular Halifax Seaport
Farmers’ Market, amble
along the busy waterfront
filled with ships, shopping,
and snacks, and then
head downtown to check
out the Halifax Public
Gardens and the striking
architecture of the Halifax
Central Library.

While you’ll find the
best traditional fishand- chips at John’s
Lunch across the harbor
in Dartmouth, Bar Kismet
is the embodiment of the
new Halifax restaurant,
a sustainable, smallplate seafood and
handmade pasta spot
that features a ver y
serious cocktail program.

VISIT

Established in 1750,
Halifax Seaport
Farmers’ Market is
the longest-operating
farmers’ market in
North America.

Take a scenic 45-minute
drive to Peggy’s Cove and
watch waves crash over
the rocks that are home
to the iconic Pegg y’s
Point Lighthouse, built
in 1915. While there, grab
a lobster roll (classic,
naked, or Cajun style)
from the nearby Tom’s
Lobster Shack.
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MOVE

(Lighthouse, City Waterfront) Kamil Bialous, (Plated Menu Items) Jessica Emin/Bar Kismet, (Sculpture) Discover Halifax, (Phantom Lake) Dolf Vermeulen

Seaplane to serenity

A short drive from Vancouver, a private
seaplane awaits to fly you above the city
and into the heart of British Columbia’s
untamed wilderness. After being
transported over forests and mountain
peaks, passengers touch down near
the town of Squamish on the turquoise
waters of Phantom Lake, a hanging lake
suspended 4,000 feet above a waterfall
with views most people never experience.
With endless alpine vistas as your
backdrop, enjoy a lakeside picnic and
take a refreshing dip at your own secret
beach—provided you’re willing to wade
into glacier-fed water. ■

The glaciers of Mount
Jimmy Jimmy and
Tzoonie Mountain are
the source of Phantom
Lake’s turquoise water.
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46.2487° N, 60.8518° W

Cape Breton Island

Nova Scotia

Beyond
par
Take a journey back to golf’s beginnings
on three Cape Breton courses.
Writer | Darcy Rhyno

Canada
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(Golf Course) Tourism Nova Scotia, (Coastline) Destination Cape Breton Island Association

Cape Breton Island’s
picturesque Cabot
Trail is a 185-mile loop
around the island,
and is often cited as
one of Canada’s best
road trips.

Standing on a rolling dogleg that runs
up to a volcano green, my mom and I are
facing the Heich O’Fash. Gaelic for “heap
of trouble,” it’s the nickname for this tricky
fourth hole at Nova Scotia’s Highlands
Links. If we overshoot, we’ll end up where
Clyburn Brook empties into the North
Atlantic Ocean. The sighing sound of
waves washes over the fairway. From here,
the raised green mirrors the surrounding
tabletop mountains framed by a cloudless
sky so deep, it speaks of infinity.
We’ve come to Cape Breton Island to
continue our 30-year rivalry—I’ve never
beaten her—on three of the world’s topranked courses, this one hand-hewn in
Cape Breton Highlands National Park.
Canadian golf course architect Stanley
Thompson designed what he called his
“mountains and oceans course” in 1939.
An army of men with shovels and horses
took two years to carve it from this
landscape, creating washboard fairways.
He nicknamed every hole, many in Gaelic,
to honour the province’s heritage (Nova
Scotia is Latin for New Scotland) and
evoke the game’s Scottish origin from six
centuries ago.

Mom chips up to the flag for an easy putt
and par. At three over, I score a grouse.
With that heap of trouble behind us, we
follow the brook deeper into the forest to
Canny Slap, built to honour golf’s bestknown one-shot hole on the Old Course at
Saint Andrews in Scotland, the birthplace
of the game. The challenge is to slap a
sly tee shot off the bowl to the left of the
green for a roll to the flag. We each bogie
the hole, but she goes on to win round one.
The next day, we drive the Cabot Trail over
the mountains, heading for twin courses
at Inverness and pausing to watch a bull
moose wade in a shallow lake, its new
antlers shedding velvet. We snake along
clifftop switchbacks, the thrill of the drive
matched only by unforgettable views of
the ocean below.
A road sign welcomes us to Inverness,
or as it’s known in Gaelic, An Sithean.
We settle into our digs at Cabot Links.
The weathered shingle siding of the
surrounding buildings complements the
grassy landscape and infuses the fresh
ocean air with the scent of cedar. We hit
the challenging sister course, Cabot Cliffs.
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On some holes, we play along knifeedge fairways, emerald bluffs dropping
away to the rocky ocean coast below.
No wonder this course is routinely ranked
among the top 15 of almost 40,000
courses in the world, just edging out
Cabot Links, which is rated among
the top 50, and Highland Links, which
claims a spot in the top 100.
That evening, it’s off to Glenora
Distillery, North America’s first singlemalt whisky producer, for tastings and
dinner. Bruce Jardine, the visionary
creator, learned the craft in Scotland.
We sample 15-year-old Glen Breton Rare
and decide it belongs in the company of
the finest whiskies. Our appetites teased,
we devour plates of lobster gnocchi and
tap our toes as a fiddler rips into Celtic
jigs and reels.
The next morning dawns damp and
chilly over the topography of Cabot
Links. The threat of rain hangs in the
bellies of clouds hunched up against
hills and coiled over inshore lobster
boats straining their lines at the
wharf. Outside of Scotland, golfers can
get no closer to the game’s birthplace
than Cabot Links. Built in the image
of the Old Course, it’s a rare, true links
course, with holes that dip and rise
over rolling coastal dunes and hardpacked turf.
Soon after teeing off, a curtain of briny
showers reaches the beach and sweeps
over the fairway. We tough it out, smiles
on our faces even when we both land
in a sand trap reminiscent of the 14th
hole on the Old Course, Hell Bunker;
it’s so deep, we can’t see over the lip to
the green. Even under such demanding
conditions, my mom retains her lifetime
undefeated record.
Feeling closer to golf’s origins than ever,
we take refuge in Panorama Restaurant
overlooking the 18th green. The setting
sun punches through the clouds,
warming the room. My mom’s face
glows as she raises her glass and toasts,
“To the trip of a lifetime!” ■

Cape Breton Island

Visitors interested in
Cape Breton’s Gaelic
culture should keep an
ear open for a ceilidh
(“kay-lee”), a lively
“kitchen party” that
features traditional
folk music, dancing,
and storytelling.

Nova Scotia

Canada
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TASTE

(Coastline) Tourism Nova Scotia/Scott Munn, (Golfer) Tourism Nova Scotia/Sherry Ott, (Outdoor dining) Tourism Saskatchewan

A meal
with
meaning

The Han Wi Moon Dinner takes place
at the 600-acre Wanuskewin Heritage
Park, just outside of Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan. As you enter Wanuskewin,
which translates to “being at peace with
oneself” in Cree, you will be warmly
greeted and smudged in a sacred
ceremony designed to purify the body,
mind, heart, and spirit. Soon after, you’ll
enjoy views overlooking an ancient bison
hunting ground as you learn about the
archaeological importance of the area.
At the Han Wi Moon Dinner, enjoy
traditional Indigenous cuisine created
with ingredients foraged from this
historical site. And for dessert, you’ll
enjoy teachings and stories of the
Northern Plains culture under the starry
night sky. ■

Many of the archaeological
discoveries in Wanuskewin
Heritage Park are older than
Egypt’s pyramids.

BOUNDLESS

STAY

Give peace
(and quiet) a chance

The famous antiwar song
“Give Peace a Chance”
was written and recorded
during John and Yoko’s
stay at the hotel.

(Hotel patio) Fairmont Le Reine Elizabeth

Approaching the door of suite 1742 at
Montréal’s Fairmont The Queen Elizabeth
hotel feels like stepping back in time.
Part retreat, part living history exhibit,
the John Lennon and Yoko Ono Suite has
been designed to commemorate their
historic Bed-In for Peace protest. As you
explore the beautifully restored room,
pick up the rotary phone and listen to
Lennon being interviewed, or turn on
the retro TV and watch footage from
their stay. We also recommend that you
leave the room eventually. After all,
cosmopolitan Montréal awaits. ■
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Toronto’s
culinary
inspiration
A humble market is the source
of a city's food evolution.
Writer | Waheeda Harris

BOUNDLESS

43.6487° N, 79.3715° W

Toronto

At the bustling intersection of King
and Jarvis, food has been the focus for
more than 200 years. Like many of the
world’s popular metropolises, Toronto
has become a much-lauded culinary
destination in part because of its historic
St. Lawrence Market.
Open daily, the market is an eye-catching
array of farm-sourced fruit and vegetables,
fresh cuts of organic meat, endless rows
of daily-made baked goods, rounds of
aged cheese, sustainably sourced seafood,
and a plethora of items tempting taste
buds and inspiring meals with friends.
Regulars know it’s a good idea to
start with a chewy, warm-from-theoven St. Urbain bagel, a quick snack
before exploring.
So how did Toronto evolve from the
small settlement of York on Lake
Ontario’s shore to the largest city in
Canada, with 6.2 million residents and
fine dining, neighborhood bistros, and
takeout joints showcasing flavours from
around the globe? It’s all because of
St. Lawrence Market.

Ontario

Canada

Founded in 1803, the market was the
original farm-to-table source, with
farmers selling their wares to city
dwellers when it was a daily habit to shop
for the larder. The market mirrored the
city, its expansion in 1902 offering tastes
inspired by those who chose Canada as
their new home. As immigrants came
to Toronto from the Caribbean, Europe,
and Asia—and then from the Middle East,
Africa, and South America—their food
customs and dishes made their way into
the market, diversifying the city’s palate
and restaurants.
Every Saturday morning, the faithful
arrive to peruse North Market stalls
piled high with seasonal ingredients.
Sweet and earthy scents, bright colors,
and the hubbub of friendly conversation
distracts shoppers replenishing their
pantries and travellers finding tasty
souvenirs. It’s no surprise to discover a
shopper filling their tote bag with Polish
pierogi, Jamaican patties, Japanese rice,
and spicy Canadian mustard.

Toronto is one of
the world’s most
multicultural cities,
with more than 180
languages spoken
and 250 ethnicities
represented.

(St. Lawrence Market Storefront, Vendor, Food) Getty Images, (Pizza) Eataly
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In the South Market, the aroma from
Everyday Gourmet Coffee Roasters
will whet your appetite, preparing your
palate for the market’s most famous
meal: a peameal bacon sandwich from
Carousel Bakery—celebrity chefs Emeril
Lagasse and Bobby Flay have been
repeat customers. This is a three-napkin
experience, and the warm sandwich can
be as simple as their iconic peameal
bacon on a soft country bun, or it can
be enhanced with a fried egg or some
cheese to create a gooey, unforgettable
meal. Don’t be surprised when fellow
patrons offer unsolicited tips about
where to purchase market staples such
as spicy Indian samosas at Raani Foods,
flaky poppy seed twists at Future Bakery,
or a hearty portion of moussaka at
Yianni’s Kitchen.
In 2012, National Geographic ranked
St. Lawrence Market as the number one
food market in the world, spotlighting
Canada’s largest city and its food culture.
As visitors came to discover Toronto’s
multiculturalism and its main market,
they soon ate at the tables of homegrown
celebrity chefs such as Susur Lee and

Michael Bonacini, while Little India,
Greektown, Little Italy, and Chinatown
beckoned with their own restaurants
and markets, spinoffs of the city’s
first market.
In recent years, chefs Daniel Boulud and
David Chang have reportedly made
St. Lawrence Market an essential part
of visiting Toronto, satiating their palates
with seasonal products and creations.
Their restaurants, Café Boulud and
Momofuku Toronto, respectively, are
integral to the city’s food community,
as is Eataly, another international food
hall now found in Toronto. This kind of
culinary experience is the latest trend,
and Toronto has its own homegrown
versions such as Chef Marc McEwan’s
The McEwan Group, and several city
chefs partnering to open Assembly Chef’s
Hall, a place for locals and visitors to sip,
savour, and swap stories.
St. Lawrence Market is best enjoyed one
bite at a time. It’s a starting point to
discovering Toronto’s ever-expanding
food scene and a welcome entry into this
city’s community of food lovers. ■

BOUNDLESS

TASTE

Four notable
Canadian
winery
experiences
A diverse landscape means diverse
terroir—from coast to coast, dedicated
winemakers are producing distinctive
Canadian wines in some truly picturesque
settings. Here are a few of the most
lauded and memorable winery experiences
across the country.
SURPRISING

SPARKLING

Pearl Morissette is a
farm-winery-restaurant
hybrid near Niagara Falls,
Ontario, that produces
low-intervention reds and
whites. The restaurant
itself, a modernist barn
structure that appears
to be at odds with its
rural surroundings, must
be seen to be believed.
The same can be said
of the food—seasonal
ingredients often sourced
from a few feet away are
prepared with a French
sensibility. You know
you’re doing something
right when you’re written
about by The New York
Times and Bon Appétit.

Benjamin Bridge is
Canada’s premier
sparkling winehouse,
producing méthode
classique sparkling wines.
But what might surprise
you most is its location:
Nova Scotia. The winery
is in the Gaspereau Valley
on the Bay of Fundy—its
site was the first vineyard
planted in the province.
Since their first harvest,
winemakers at Benjamin
Bridge have stood firm
in their commitment to
regenerative farming and
low-intervention winemaking, producing a
transcendent product in
the process.

Though British
Columbia and Ontario
are Canada’s chief
wine producers, there
are wineries in every
province across
the country.

STUNNING

Mission Hill Family
Estate Winery, is a
landmark within the
word of British Columbia
wine. This five-time
winner of Canada’s
Winery of the Year offers
expressive wines and
views of the surrounding

Okanagan Valley. Whether
you’ve arrived for a tasting
or a meal at their Terrace
Restaurant overlooking
Okanagan Lake, you’ll
enjoy marvellous vintages,
as well as impressive
architecture and
public art.

SAVVY

Experience new-world
terroir paired with oldworld technique at the
CheckMate Artisanal
Winery in Oliver, British
Columbia. Their Little
Pawn Chardonnay was
recently awarded its
second consecutive
100 -point score—a
first for not only the
Okanagan Valley but for
the entire Canadian wine
industry. This winery is
not regularly open to the
public, but if you can,
score an appointment in
their modernist, movable
tasting room. That’s a
fantastic opening gambit.
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Three Newfoundland and Labrador
chefs worth traveling for

(Mission Hill Family Estate Winery) Destination BC/Tanya Goehring, (Wine Tasting) Benjamin Bridge, (Lori McCarthy) Newfoundland and Labrador Tourism/Mark Bennett

Long before it was trendy, people in
Newfoundland and Labrador were
eating local, organic, and sustainable
food due to their remote location. It’s
only natural then, that chefs there are
now elevating local bounty into some
truly fine dining.
LORI
Mc CARTHY

TODD
PERRIN

As much a hunter and
a forager as she is a
chef, Lori McCarthy
is responsible for
some of the province’s
most renowned food
experiences. Her
company, Cod Sounds,
takes guests foraging for
edible plants, herbs, and
seafood, teaches them
about local traditions,
and ties it all together
with a just-caught meal
that’s often served on the
beach over an open fire.

The dining experience
at chef Todd Perrin’s
restaurant, Mallard
Cottage, is enhanced
by its set ting—
a restored National
Historic Site and
one of the oldest
wooden buildings in
North America. The
food, however, is
contemporary. Perrin is
constantly finding new
ways to treat the wild
game, seafood, and local
produce that fills his
ever-changing menus.

In Newfoundland and Labrador, you’ll
find iconic dishes with great names such
as scrunchions (fried salted pork fat),
toutons (fried dough served with molasses),
and figgy duff (raisin pudding), to name
just a few.

JEREMY
CHARLES

Chef Jeremy Charles is
one of Canada’s most
celebrated chefs and his
restaurant, Raymonds,
has won almost every
award there is to win. At
Raymonds (and his other
restaurant, The Merchant
Tavern), the focus is on
the hyperlocal food that
wowed Anthony Bourdain
when he ate there.

BOUNDLESS

58.7684° N, 94.1650° W

Churchill

Manitoba

Wild
&
free

Up north, experience wildlife in
the polar bear capital of the world.
Writer | Jody Robbins

Canada
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Bobbing in the bracing waters of the
Churchill River, I don’t feel a lick of
cold, only pure adrenaline. I’ve come
to Churchill, Manitoba, known as the
polar bear capital of the world, with
high hopes of seeing these lumbering
white giants, and quickly discover that
this special spot is also home to an
abundance of other Arctic animals.
Thousands of beluga whales visit the
Churchill River estuary each summer,
and while the purpose of my trip is to
view polar bears, it seems only right to
take advantage of another opportunity
to experience more of Manitoba’s
natural environment.

(Polar Bear) Alex de Vries Photography, (Hiker) Travel Manitoba

We float in the river and our guide
submerges a hydrophone, a device
that detects underwater sounds. Within
minutes, we hear squealing and whistling.
The sounds are frequent and, to my
untrained ear, joyous, as though
listening to an underwater celebration.

As I swim lazy circles around our boat,
my goggles reveal cloudy formations
floating nearby. And then, their air
bubbles surround me! Too excited
to swim, I simply hold onto the side
of the boat and watch the ethereal
shapes of these distinct white whales
drift by.
After snorkelling, we expect to dart
back to town, but instead, our guide
directs our boat toward Hudson Bay.
When a white mound comes into
focus, the reason becomes apparent.
A polar bear and her cub are strolling
the boulder-strewn beach.
I haven’t brought my camera, but this
is a blessing in disguise. Not focusing
on capturing the moment allows me
to simply live it. I’m mesmerized by
the mother, who’s more massive than I
expected. Her sheer bulk is offset by her
furry, white coat—excellent camouflage
for winter’s blanket of snow.

BOUNDLESS

58.7684° N, 94.1650° W

After patrolling the shore, the bears
decide it’s time for a swim. The frisky
cub clambers over a rock and belly
flops into the bay, narrowly missing
its mother, who’s floating on her back,
lifting her paws in the air as though
waving to us. We are spellbound,
watching what looks like a National
Geographic documentary play out in
front of us.

Churchill

Manitoba

Canada

Due to their reliance
on sea ice for food
and habitat, polar
bears are the only
bears categorized as
marine mammals.

Churchill’s remote subarctic community,
accessible only by plane or train,
lies smack-dab on the polar bears’
migratory path to Arctic ice. Sightings
are especially common along the
coastline during the fall, when hundreds
of bears are on the move. Though
polar bear sightings aren’t uncommon
in Churchill during the summer, most
wildlife viewings take place on Tundra
Buggy tours. A Tundra Buggy is a large,
all-terrain vehicle with wheels that
are 5.5 feet high, with protected
viewing openings as high as ten feet
above ground.

I feel like a paparazzo searching out
an elusive A-lister, but every celebrity
has their favourite bolthole. Our guide
makes for Polar Bear Point, where he
motions to a white rock not too far
away. Ever so slowly, the rock rises to
all fours. The bear sniffs the air and
plods in our direction, curious to view
us in our enclosure.
Stepping onto the buggy’s outdoor
viewing platform to safely observe these
predators in their natural environment
is euphoric—raw and free and yet, so
natural. We’ve become part of something
larger than ourselves. This transient
moment leaves an impression that
will stay with me long after I’ve left
these wilds. ■

(Polar Bear in Field) Travel Manitoba, (Polar Bear Standing) George Fischer Photography

Snug inside the buggy, we carefully
cruise across the rugged terrain in
search of wildlife. Eyes roaming over
the tundra, I spot ravens, tundra swans,
and a family of Arctic foxes.
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Canada.
North
of your
expectations.

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor
to plan your Canadian adventure.

02
SUMMER
& FALL

